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A BRIEF DISCUSSIOÜ OF THE VALUE OF DEFENSE 

tiamstrtcaliy cppo.lt. «op^loM a^ut the need far defend may 

follow from different «nda'rstanaings cf t^ value of defense. They 

«av do .o even vhen there 1. full agreement a.out the poBsible course. 

Of action, their coats, and their likely effective's. Ccnse.uently, 

if appropriate dacisions are to be made concerning the extent and 

«ature of the ^ntlnental ä^ense forces, it is necessary-though not 

Bufficient~that **  defense ^m.er possess a complete picture of the 

.any aspects of defense valu.. the ohöect of this study is to assist 

the defense planner ^««Iding a through description of those many 

aspects, in order to do so, it.establish^a framework for the .any 

aspects of the value of defense and then employ, that framework to 

gain an overall appreciation of that value.^The framework is three- 

dimensional. 
The classes of conflict in which defense may i^ve value are 

ariayed along the first dimension. They range fr0m limited conflicts 

^ver the control of some region to all-out conflicts in which national 

survival is at stake. 

Stle possible fonns that the beneficial effects of defense nu.y 

take are arranged along the second dimension. They are called, respec- 

tively, the military, economic, political, and informational effects 

of defense. 
The phases of conflict during which defense my have value are 

enumerated along the thixd dimenSion.  Conflict is defined to include 

disputes that have not yet entered the combat stage, so four phases 

of conflict are recognizeds peacetime, initiation, wartime, and 

termination. 
The term "defense" is co^tmed very trcedly In this study. It 

includes all active and passive measures of defense and protection and 

their associated »amlng, command, control, and communications. 

There Is no attempt made to balance the value of defense against 

Its cost and Its competitors. All that Is done is to draw a detailed 

picture of the potential benefits of defense. An examination of that 

picture la not yet grounds for the procurement or improvement of 

defense, it Is only a preliml^ry to the formation of defense policy. 
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CIASSES  OF CONFLICT 

There are Wo broad «lasses of conflict upon which the continental 

defense fo^es may exert Urflüe^ei    conflicts of eontrol and conflicts 

of survival« 
The firsi» class consists «f conflicts in which control of gome 

geographic region, such as a Jand mass, oceau trade route, airspace, 

ÖT spaee itself, le in dispute. While Important interests of the 

«Usputing parties are frequently in Jeopardy iji a single conflict of, 

control, their survival as nations is not usually threatened. 

The second class consists of conflicts in which the total dis- 

agreement between the nations transcends the sum of the individual 

disputes and the very survival of the disputing nations is at risk. 

A conflict of survival arises when at least one of the disputants has 

thT^ility and the incentive to seek to settle all the more restricted 

disputes hetvreen them ty eliminating or threatening to eliminate the 

Other disputant. 

Conflicts of Control 

The resolution of a Single conflict of control depends essentially 

on the relative capabilities of the opposing military forces in direct 

combat against each other. Control of its own territory and supporting 

regions is a reciulrement second only to physical existence for a nation 

that claims to be sovereign. Even if it could be proven that defense 

has no value In a conflict of survival, its value in conflicts of con- 

trol would probably establish a requirement for air and space defens« 

forces. Regardless of tfce trends in the technology of strategic 

offensive forces, sovereign nations may very well maintain into the 

Indefinite future sufficient interceptor forces, radar surveillance, 

and command elements to control access to their national airspace by 

aU likely intruders. Similarly, the military's role in exercising 

control of a region might define the forces it must acquire for defense 

against space-borne threats. Just as the possession of strong air 

defense forces is often sufficient to discourage any hostile intrusions 

into a nation's airspace, so the possession of strong space forces may 

discourage an opponent from trying to use space for aggressive ends. 



Conflicts of Survival 

The resolution of a conflict of survival depends essentially on 

the relative oapacitiea of the opposing military forces to inflict 

destruction on each other*s homelands,. While the conflicts are almost 

always conscious, though not always in the best interests of either 

of the parties, thsli* passage Into war may be subject to rational 

consideration—If var occurs, it Is premeditated--or the consequence 

0t nonrati«nal factors—war occurs Inadvertently through accident, 

error, or mischief. 

There are two fun3ameßtal facts about the role of defense in 

premeditated conflicts of survival: The first fact Is that no defended 

Can by physical means gain lasting immunity from the threat of destruc- 

tion. The state of present and foreseeable technology is such that 

for every means of defense against attack by a weapon of mass destruc- 

tion the attacker way, given time, develop a countermeasure, an alter- 

native attack weapon, or the capability of overwhelming the defenses. 

The second fact is that no attacker has unlimited resources or 

unrestrained objectives. Although the possibility exists of over- 

coming any active or passive defenses in time, it places great demands 

on the attacker's finite economic resources and on his delicate bal- 

ancing of political objectives. Either the resources are insufficient 

and defense achieves Its direct effects or there are indirect effeetsj 

By drawing more resources into the attacker's offense mission, defense 

»ay prevent him from devoting them to his own. defense, to his other 

»illitary forces, to economic expansion, to space and scientific 

development, to foreign aid or to some of the other dimensions of 

Jiational power. 

Modem technology also presents the danger of wars of survival 

that start through miscalculation, misinformation, misunderstandlng# 

mistake, or mischief. There is a significant possibility that such 

wars will be faltering, uncoordinated, and limited in extent. Conse* 

quently, the demands placed on defense in such wars could be much less 

severe than those placed on it in wars against a determined and pre- 

pared attacker. Relatively cheap and uncomplicated defense systems 
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that would never' be procured for use in a war started by premeditation 

could provide an important measure of protection of lives and weapons 

in one begun inadvertently. Moreover,, by providing a measure of pro- 

tection to vital centers defense could give the decision makers time 

to find out the slse, tature^ and direction of attack before respond- 

ing; it would lower the probability that ea accidental attack would 

"trigger a uo-uflagmticn. 

fTPEg OP SFFSCT5 

In the remainder of this discuBSion of the value of defense, the 

Sftglon of interest vill be restricted to conflicts of survival in whiA 

the war or peace decision is tnade rationally. 

As  an aid to categorizing the effects of defense, it is useful %m 

•dopt a simplified view of conflicts between great powers. In that 

Simple view, one nation is the attacker and the other nation is the 

defender. In reality, of course, most nations prepare to "be both 

Attacker and defender; they procure both offensive end defensive forces« 

She terms "attacker" and "defender" are meant only to identify opposite 

points of view: the defender is the possessor of the defenses whose 

H&ltte is being assessed, the attagker Is the one whose objectives ere 

being thwarted by defenses. Defense cay have four types of effecti. 

It »ayi 

• decrease the destructive capacity of the attacker*« 
offense forces 

# increase the cost of the attacker*s offense forces 

m   testrlftt the choice Of favorable policies for the 
attacker and broaden the choice of favorable pollctea 
for the defender 

O v&rsen the slate of the attacker's knowledge and improve 
the state Of the defender's knowledge. 

Those four effects «hali T>% called, respectively, the military, eeonomi|, 

political, and informational effects Of defense. 

Assume that the defender has made a significant improvement In the 

defenses and consider the possible responses that the attacker may make 

to that improvement. 



Military Effects 

One possibility is that the attacker will limit his responses to 

those that leave the total expenditure on offensive forces unchanged. 

Defense then will reduce the destructive capacity of  the »ttacker below 

what it could have been In the absence of defenses« 

The reduction may occur because of the attrition of offensive 

weapons by active defenses, tha absorption of weapon destructive eapsc* 

ity by passive defenses, or the allocation of destructive capacity that, 

could have been used against primary targets to the degradation of the 

defenses« 

The last effect, though sometimes overlooked, can be significant, 

^he targets saved hy defenses imy not necesearily "be those at which 

defenses are located; they may be those unattaeked because the weapons 

that could have been assigned to then were used to saturate, suppress, 

or otherwise overcome defenses located elsewhere. 

Economic Effects 

A second possibility is that the attacker will respond to an 

Improvement in the defenses with an increased expenditure on his 

offensive forces. The defense viH then raise the cost of achieving 

a certain destructive capacity above what it could have been in the 

»bsence of defenses. 

The Increased cost may occur because of the need to procure 

greater numbers of current weapons to compensate for the defenses o? 

to develop new weapons less vulnerable to the defenses. 

If the attacker wishes to spend the resources, his total de« 

«tructive capacity can he kept at the level it had attained before the 

defense improvement» But the resources spent to improve the offense 

forces must be drawn from some other national program:  defenses, non» 

strategic military forces, space, industry, consumer goods, or foreign 

aid. A well-designed defense may have Its greatest influence on the 

attacker's power, therefore, not by reducing destructive capacity, but 

through the reduction in effort it causes in one of those other pro- 

grams. 



Political Effects 

A general ffieasure of the quality of an offensive force is the 

ratio of the destructive capacity it possesses to its cost--its offense 

efficiency» Whether the attacker obooses to accept a reduction in 

destructive capacity or an Increase xrt cost ox some of both, the primi- 

tive effect of defense, which the attacker earmot overcome, is a reduc- 

tion in offense efficleney. But the attacker's chofee, while Ms, is 

Hot entirely free. 1£ rationally made, it must be informed "by questions 

Of national policy and, as the choices tecorae Increasingly dirficult, 

it must he reflected in turn In the determlration of policy. 

If a defender succesefully reduces the efficiency cf the attacker's 

Offensive forces, then the cost to the attacker of pursuing policies 

that depend upon maintenance cf a certain level of destructive capacity 

increases. As the cost Increases, the desirability of the policy vill 

decrease. If the cost increases sufficiently, it »ay become necessary 

to change the policy. Policy modification, therefore, Is one possible 

political effect of defenses. 

If a nation chooses not to respond to an improvement in its oppo- 

nent's defenses or if not enough time has passed for its responses to 

have become effective, then its ability to threaten destruction has 

been reduced. To that degree its power in the bargaining that chaxae» 

tcrises a continuing conflict of survival must also be reduced. 

Weakening of an opponent's power position is therefore another possible 

political effect of defenses. 

Informational Effects 
»» »i ■   ■ *<m 

Properly designed defenses may add to the power of their possessor 

not only by reducing the efficiency of a prospective attacker's offen- 

sive forces, but also by reducing the certainty vlth which th« attacker 

knows his own capability and the defender's and increasing the certainty 

with which the defender knows them. Uncertainty can lead an attacker 

to divert resources to intelligence and reconnalesance^ cause him %9 

worry about the worst cases as well as the most likely one, press him 

to hedge against undesired contingencies, weaken his hand in 
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negotiations and raise his vulnerability to bluffs, and make his 

process of planning more difficult and subject to error. 

Defense contributes to the uncertainty of the attacker in two 

ways« First, the capabilities oS  tha defense will usually be impre- 

cisely known to the attacker. Second, defense may be employed to 

control the flow of information to the attacker about all aspects of 

the defender's strength. The object Is to control rather than tö 

prevent, for while It is desirable to retain the capability to pre» 

vent reconnalssanca, there »re vartlme eltuationa in which it might 

actually be desirable to permit selective acquisition of data % th« 

attacker. 

Defense contributes to the certainty of the defender by provJcUstg 

vaming of attack, status information during the var, and verifisatieis 

of var termination agreements. 

PHASES OF COKFMCT 

In the same vay that conteaporary defense analysis has eoneen* 

trated on premeditated vars of suxvlval and on the military effects of 

defense, to the neglect of other important circumstances and effects, 

it has concentrated on the vartlme benefits of defense, to the neglect 

of the potential benefits in other phases of conflict. Cut defense 

cay have great value in peacetime, during the initial period of a var# 

and at the termination of a var. And a reasoned evaluation of defense 

must veigh those prospective benefits along vith those that »ay occur 

during actual combat. Hence, it is important to reorder the effect« 

Of defense, which were grouped in the previous section without rsspeet 

to the time at vhich they occurred, along a time coordinate« SPottaf 

phases of a conflict cf survival may usefully be «Ustinguisljed; 

peacetime^ initiation, wartime^ and terminatlou* 

Wartime Phase 
M>,lMllT»     I.  .1  I —  1^1,.. 

The wartime phase is discussed first because It is the focus of 

all defense efforts, the trial for which all planning is done. Many 

of the effects that defense has in the peacetime, initiation, and 
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terraination phases are the consequences of an estimate of the effects 

of defense in the wartime phase. 

During wartime, defenses reduce the attacker's destructive 

capacity in two distinct, ways. First) there are the direct and 

evident effects of defense, which appear as the attrition of attack- 

ing vehicles by active defenses and the absorption of destructive 

Capacity by passive defenses.  Second, there are the indirect and 

subtle effects of defense, which appear as an allocation of destruc- 

tive capacity that could have been used against the primary targets 

of the offense to the effort to degrade the defenses. 

The presence of defenses may encourage restraint in the manner 

in which a war of survival is fought; it may promote limited, purely 

counterforce attacks in which by-product civil destruction is limited. 

Defenses enable the defender to control the attacker's knowledge 

of the success of his attack and of the status of the defender's 

forces; they provide information to the defender regarding both those 

matters. 

Peacetime Phase 

The peacetime benefits of defense are difficult to identify 

since the necessary data is frequently unavailable, tacit, latent, 

or subject to double-counting.  It is important to identify them, 

however, for if the threat of war drops and stays low, there is a 

tendency to discount the wartime effects of defense and to evaluate 

it solely on the basis of its peacetime benefits.  It would be tragic 

if important benefits became evident only as a consequence of their 

loss through defense reductions. 

Defense lowers the offense efficiency that the attacker may 

achieve during the peacetime arms competition, either by reducing 

the potential destructive capacity or by increasing the costs of his 

offense forces or by both. The existence of defense may foreclose 

attractive directions of development of offense technology. 

Defense narrows the range of national strategies that the 

attacker may follow and reduces the power that he may bring to tacit 
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or explicit negotiations--either "by reducing his destructive poten- 

tial or by drawing more resources into the offense forces from other 

aspects of national power. 

Defense controls the information available to the attacker and, 

by introducing additional uncertainties, complicates his planning 

process. 

Initiation Phase 

Whether the war is initiated by the attacker or the defender, 

defense may have important values. 

Should the attacker initiate, defense may provide tactical 

warning, increase the attacker's uncertainty about the success of 

his attack, provide time for the defender to respond wisely, and 

force the attacker into incautious attacks.  It also enlarges the 

class of responses available to the defender. 

Should the defender initiate, defense may provide warning of 

the response and indication of its character. Moreover, by protect- 

ing elements of national value it may enable the stringent require- 

ments on the first-strike effectiveness of the offense forces to be 

eased.  Since the defender would probably be prepared and the 

attacker might not be, the effectiveness of the defenses should be 

better than in the case when the attacker initiates. 

Termination Phase 

The surviving defenses, by reducing the attacker's estimated 

residual destructive capacity and preserving the defender's, should 

influence the final agreement to the benefit of the defender. 

The military effects of defense may be greater during the ter- 

minal phase than they were during the earlier phases: the defense 

will have had experience in combat against the offense; the residual 

offense force may not be as competent as the original forces; and 

important components of the defenses could have survived the earlier 

phases if they protected second-stage rather than first-stage tar- 

gets. 
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The remaining defenses may enable the defender to control the 

information the attacker has about the defender's status, provide in- 

formation to the defender about his own status, protect the command 

centers needed to conduct war termination negotiations, and provide 

the means for verification of the agreement reached. 


